EMF policy facts: Switzerland
Radio Exposure Limits
Switzerland is often presented as role model for applying the precautionary principle
regarding electromagnetic fields (EMF) emitted from mobile communications
installations.
The relevant sources of EMF regulation in Switzerland are the “Ordinance relating
Protection from Non-Ionising Radiation” (ONIR), which entered into force on February
1st, 2000 and was slightly adapted in 20081 as well as the ‘Implementation
Recommendation’, adapted in 2013 (technology neutrality)2. ONIR codifies the
exposure limits for EMF emission as recommended by the International Commission
on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP), the World Health Organisation (WHO)
and the European Union. These limits shall be kept at all places accessible to persons
regardless for how long these places are accessible.
Installation exposure limits
In addition, lower “installation limit values” are set when an installation provides radio
service in or nearby a “place of sensitive use”. These places are deemed to be rooms
in buildings that are regularly occupied by persons for prolonged periods and
children's playgrounds designated in spatial planning legislation. In these places the
“installation limit value” which is ten times stricter than ICNIRP exposure limits needs
to be kept. This “installation exposure limit” is not measured but calculated based on
the assumption that the installation transmits on full power and with maximum data
load.
Lessons learnt
Regardless of the political and legal efforts made to allay public concerns, EMF
discussions in Switzerland remain lively and controversial. Already back in 2004 it was
recognised “that the implementation of restrictive limits based on precautionary
arguments does not reduce public concern” and “more antenna sites are required,
which leads to an increase in public resistance.”3 This situation has not changed since
2004. It was not only one of the crucial problems for 3G network rollout but remains a
threat to the rollout of LTE networks.
While the need for communication and coordination with neighbours of new mobile
communication installations remains stable at best, lower exposure limits have driven
up costs for building and operating these installations: Compared to Germany, France,
Italy and Austria (all of which are neighbouring countries of Switzerland) costs are 40 %
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to 110 % higher. 25 % to 34.5 % of these additional costs can be attributed to the
lower Swiss “installation limit values”.4 This dynamic will continue to gather momentum
with increasing data volumes that require further network rollout.5
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